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How France works?
Framework

- A European framework
  - Charter and code
  - HRS4R
- A national framework
  - Arrêté du 25 mai 2016
  - Recent creation of OFIS
- Local implementations
  - Web-based training: allows a training of all fellows (along with their supervisors)
  - Small class training and overall framework
Some remaining questions

- How do we ensure training of all fellows?
  - Should it be mandatory? How to ensure attendance?

- Is following a training sufficient?
  - Skills portfolio?
  - How are misconducts handled?

- What about supervisors?
  - Framework of habilitation dates from 1988
  - Arrêté du 25 mai 2016 mentions that doctoral schools « offer the doctoral student's supervisors specific training or support »

- Non negligible difficulties

- Link with open science